
Our company is growing rapidly and is searching for experienced candidates for
the position of unified communications engineer. We appreciate you taking the
time to review the list of qualifications and to apply for the position. If you don’t
fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered depending on your level of
experience.

Responsibilities for unified communications engineer

Working on the development of relevant technical standards and interface
applications for the system
Tracking and monitoring the performance of the system and provide
proactive resolution for problem or outages through Voice, exchange and
collaboration tools
Contributing significantly in a research role, with some direct client interface,
to the development, review and presentation of product capability, best
practices, proposals, implementation and support services, project planning,
and risk mitigation
Programs and configures Cisco CM 7.x and higher, Advanced knowledge of
VMWare and Cisco Unified Computing System integration
Builds and implements new Cisco VoIP solutions as needed
Works with network engineers to troubleshoot complex issues involving VoIP,
VoIP interfacing applications and other converged technologies
Engineers, designs, plans, lay out, and configures communication systems
and services including but not limited to Cisco systems
Maintains and administers systems including but not limited to Cisco CUCM,
Unity
Connection, Jabber, CIPC

Example of Unified Communications Engineer Job
Description
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Experience with Lync Enterprise Voice gateways and session border
controllers
Knowledge of and experience with Microsoft’s broader productivity and
foundational suites, including Office 365, Exchange, Active Directory, Group
Policy, SharePoint, SQL Server
Capability to troubleshoot connectivity in an environment with multiple
networks and firewalls
Knowledge of audio and video conferencing technologies (including Polycom
and Cisco/Tandberg), audio-visual room control technologies (including
Creston, AMX, and Lutron), audio DSP systems (including Soundstructure and
Biamp), audio-visual system user interface design, local and remote
conference bridging solutions, and basic video post-production
Excellent communication and interpersonal skills are required to ensure
comprehensive and timely delivery of solutions and events in our fast-paced,
diverse environment
Experience with setting network engineering standards with exposure to
diverse environments, configurations, technology products and services
Cisco, Juniper, Palo Alto


